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Noise Impact Assessment

Hamburg Crossings
Hamburg, New York

Project overview

A noise assessment was performed to assess the potential community noise impacts from the planned

Hamburg Crossings shopping plaza project on the site of the former Days Inn, the current Fisher Bus

Services, and undeveloped areas in Hamburg, NY.  The plaza site is on the west site of State Route 75 (Camp

Road) between State Route 20 (Southwestern Boulevard) and Interstate Route 90 (I90, New York State

Thruway).  The noise study analyzed potential noise impacts at adjoining property lines and other nearby

properties with potential sensitive receptors.

The plaza site neighbors a residential development area along a portion of  its west and southwest boundaries

(Creekview Drive and Parkwood Common).  The residential development contains the closest residential

receptors and boundaries.  Northeast of the site on the east side of Camp Road is an additional residential

area (Dartmouth Street and Columbia Street).  The Thruway borders the site to the south.  Directly south of

the plaza site on along the south side of the Thruway is a residential area (Holiday Lane and Brookwood

Drive), a hotel (Holiday Inn), and a number of commercial facilities.  North and northeast of the plaza site

are a number of commercial properties including automobile sales facilities.  The east property line of the

site borders the I90 Exit 57 on-ramp and off-ramp for southbound Rt. 75 traffic, currently forested undevel-

oped land, and two commercial office buildings.  Southeast of the site along the Thruway are two existing

hotels (Comfort Inn and Red Roof Inn), two office buildings, and a medical office building.  East of the site

on the east side of Camp Road are a number of commercial facilities and a hotel (Tallyho-Tel).  North of the

site on the north side of Southwestern Boulevard are a golf facility, commercial facilities, and park land that

includes a cemetery.

The Hamburg Crossings plaza is proposed to comprise as main tenants a general retail store, a home

improvement center, and a sporting goods store.  A subdivided retail building is also planned.  These

buildings will be located in a row along the north and west edges of the site.  A hotel and a number of small

retail out-parcels will be located along the east and southeast potions of the site adjoining Camp Road, the

I90 Exit 57 ramps, Commerce Place, and the Thruway.  The current bus operations will be relocated off site,

and the bus facility and the former Days Inn building will be removed.
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The Hamburg Crossings plaza will be accessible from Camp Road near the southeast corner using the

existing Commerce Place and from a site road near the northeast corner in the vicinity of the present entrance

to Days Inn and Fisher Bus Services.   Service access to each of the main retail buildings will be on the

western  sides. 

The plaza design incorporates a number of features to provide noise mitigation for the nearest receptors to

the west.  Wide areas of existing mature foresting (estimated 120-180 ft deep, 40-50 ft tall) will be retained

as buffer along the western and southwestern boundaries.  An earthen berm that is several feet high will be

maintained along the northern segment of the western boundary that is north of the forest buffer.  The main

retail buildings are arranged in a manner that will largely screen sounds of automobiles and service vehicles

in the main parking lots and on interior access roads.  The loading docks in the service areas will be shielded

by screen walls.  Delivery truck loading dock turning zones will be screened by the forested buffer. 

The plaza noise study includes assessment of a number of potential plaza noise components.  Studied noise

sources include patron vehicles operating on site access roads and in parking lots, building mechanical

systems, and plaza support and maintenance services that include merchandise deliveries, waste container

services, parking lot sweeping, and snow removal.  The building mechanical systems that are represented

are rooftop building air handling components, rooftop refrigeration chillers associated with food coolers and

freezers, and at-grade waste compactors.  The community noise sources that are included are traffic on

surrounding major roadways.  Noise assessments employed three main scenarios representing the existing

local traffic volumes as an initial baseline, the future baseline representing local traffic with anticipated

natural growth, and the future site development with associated patron traffic in addition to normal local

traffic growth.  Additional assessments separately evaluated the noise components of plaza services and site

maintenance activities.  Note that certain variable sources of community noise including resident activities

and local traffic on most side streets were not included as sources.

The geography of the development site is relatively uniform without major contour features that would create

sound reflection or shielding.  The majority of the adjoining local roadways are at a similar grade to the

project site.  Exceptions are that the Thruway elevation is depressed in the vicinity of the Route 75 overpass

with the Thruway, the elevation of Route 75 at the overpass increases by several feet, and the Route 75

southbound on and off ramp to the Thruway raises in elevation to join the overpass of Route 75.

At the boundaries of the site and in neighboring receptor areas, major sources of background noise are traffic
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on the New York State Thruway, the associated Exit 57 ramps, Southwestern Boulevard, Camp Road, and

respective local traffic.  Additional noise is frequently generated by whistles and passages of railroad traffic

on the Norfolk Southern line paralleling State Route 5 that is over a mile from the site.

Plaza noise assessment summary conclusions

A. Noise levels in the community surrounding the plaza site are currently highly influenced by traffic on

the adjoining highways of I90 (Thruway), Rt. 20 (Southwestern Boulevard), and Rt. 75 (Camp Road).

The background noise levels were found to continuously vary seeming with traffic volume, and were

found to be the highest during observed morning and afternoon peak traffic periods, and the lowest

during observed weekend and nighttime hours.  Traffic on local streets adds additional influence.  Other

notable sources include outdoor activities of neighbors, birds, wind, and frequent whistles of railroad

trains on the Norfolk Southern rail lines located north approximately one mile.  Existing operations of

Fisher Bus Service  also contribute to the existing background noise levels at the western boundary, in

particular during early morning and early afternoon hours when employees arrive, buses are started and

idled, buses depart and return from school runs, and employees depart.  (Current website information

of FBS describes availability of approximately 62 school buses, several spares and charter busses, and

approximately 110 employees).  Existing community background noise levels were measured at the

western boundary and at several other surrounding locations.  Surveys were obtained on a number of

different occasions on different days to obtain a wide sampling of existing background noise levels.

1. At Location 1 on the western side of the existing earthen berm along the northern segment of the

site’s western property line, daytime noise levels measured with a portable analyzer averaged as

follows (ten-minute samples):

a. 6:20- 6:45 a.m. in two samples of a weekday morning with bus operations, 59-60 dBA.

b. 4:45-5:15 p.m. in two samples of weekday afternoons during traffic peaks, 57 dBA.  

2. At the same location, weekend daytime levels averaged as follows:

a. 11:45 a.m.-2:00 p.m. in three samples on Saturdays during traffic peaks, 45-47 dBA 

b. 5:40-5:50 p.m. Saturday afternoon, 52 dBA.

c. 1:40-1:50 p.m. Sunday afternoon, 43 dBA

3. At the same location in weekday nighttime hours, the ranges of five-minute average noise levels

obtained from continuous noise logging over a period of four days are as follows:

a. 10:00 p.m. to 5:00 a.m., 46-61 dBA.

b. 5:00 a.m. to 7:00 a.m., with increasing traffic, 54-62 dBA.

4. At the same location in weekend nighttime hours, the ranges of five-minute average noise levels
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obtained from continuous noise logging are as follows:

a. 10:00 p.m. to 5:00 a.m., 44-63 dBA.

b. 5:00 a.m. to 7:00 a.m., with increasing traffic, 49-59 dBA.

B. Predictions were prepared of existing background noise levels at each receptor produced by existing peak

traffic volumes.  Prediction inputs include peak traffic volumes for the weekday afternoon and Saturday

noontime peak periods from the project traffic engineering report.  Predictions of nighttime background

noise levels were made using estimates of nighttime traffic based on NYSDOT published local traffic

data.  For the western boundary location used for portable surveys and logging, the following are the

modeled existing background noise levels for the peak periods:

1. 54.5 dBA, weekday afternoon peak traffic period.

2. 52.8 dBA, Saturday noontime peak traffic period.

3. 43.7 dBA, weekday nighttime estimate.

4. 43.8 dBA, Saturday nighttime estimate.

C. Predictions were prepared of future background noise levels at each receptor due to future traffic with

anticipated natural growth without plaza noise components.   Prediction inputs include traffic volume

projections from the traffic engineering report and estimates based on NYSDOT published local traffic

data.  For the western boundary location, the following are the modeled future background noise levels

with normal growth:

1. 54.7 dBA, weekday afternoon peak traffic period.

2. 53.6 dBA, Saturday noontime peak traffic period.

3. 43.7 dBA, weekday nighttime estimate.

4. 43.8 dBA, Saturday nighttime estimate.

D. Predictions were prepared of future background noise levels including future traffic growth and assumed

plaza noise components.  Prediction inputs include traffic volume projections, traffic estimates based on

NYSDOT published local traffic data, and plaza component sources.  For the western boundary location,

the following are the modeled future development noise levels:

1. 56.4 dBA, weekday afternoon peak traffic period.

2. 55.5 dBA, Saturday noontime peak traffic period.

3. 43.7 dBA, weekday nighttime estimate.

4. 48.3 dBA, Saturday nighttime estimate.
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E. The noise modeling results at other western boundary line modeling locations are similar to those at the

midpoint, only slightly increasing for locations north or south of the center point of the western boundary

segment, as distances from Route 20 or the Thruway relatively decrease.  Based on the noise model

projections the following are concluded:

1. Anticipated natural growth in local highway traffic will cause average background noise levels to

increase by approximately one decibel or less during peak traffic periods on weekdays and by less

than two decibels on Saturdays in the year 2012.

2. Anticipated additional traffic associated with the Hamburg Crossings plaza will cause average

background noise levels to increase by approximately one and a half decibels on weekdays and by

approximately two decibels Saturdays beyond background noise levels projected for the year 2012.

3. The projected difference between existing and future average background noise levels (1-2 dB) will

be negligible and imperceptible in accord with NYSDEC noise assessment guidelines and

psychological acoustics studies that conclude that noise increases up to three decibels are

imperceptible and have no appreciable effect on receptors.  Similarly, the minor increase in average

background noise levels attributed to total added plaza traffic and building sources (1.5-2 dB) will

also be imperceptible and generate no noise impacts.

F. No significant noise impacts are projected with respect to the Code of the Town of Hamburg in Chapter

175 Noise that prohibits the creation of “unnecessary and unreasonably loud or disturbing noise” ... “of

such character, intensity and duration as to be detrimental to the life, health or welfare of the inhabitants

of the Town of Hamburg...”.   The noise levels and noise character to be generated by plaza site traffic

will correspond to the levels and character of existing background noise presently generated by traffic

on the Thruway, on other adjoining highways, and on local streets.

G. No significant noise impacts are projected with respect to the Code in Chapter 280 Zoning that limits

activities on lands zoned C-1 from producing “offensive noise”, and that limits permitted activities on

lands zoned M-1 Industrial Park District from resulting in “dissemination of ... noise into any R

(Residential) or C (Commercial) District”.  The definition of “disseminable noise” (which is not

specified in the Code) is referenced from noise assessment guidelines of New York State Department

of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) and psychological acoustical studies.

H. The NYSDEC noise assessment guidelines describe that noise level increases of 0 to 3 dB should have

no appreciable effect on receptors, and that increases from 3 to 6 dB may have potential for adverse
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impact only upon the most sensitive of receptors.  The guidelines alternately reference that increases of

0 to 5 dB are unnoticeable or tolerable.  The guidelines state that increases of more than 6 dB may

require further study of impact potential, depending on the background levels and community type.  An

increase of 10 dB is stated to deserve consideration of avoidance and mitigation.  The guidelines state

that the thresholds are to be viewed as subject to adjustment appropriate to the circumstances.

I. Component plaza noise sources operating in the daytime will not generate noise impacts in contrast to

daytime background traffic noise levels.

1. Building mechanical sources will not generate perceptible noise levels based on the selected types

of sources, the distances between the sources and receivers, the shielding of roof edges and parapets,

and other sound attenuation factors.  At the western boundary line, the sound levels from individual

mechanical equipment range from approximately 10 to 37 dB for the closest building sources and

under 10 dB for the distant sources.  Logarithmically combined, the total expected noise level at the

western boundary location with all mechanical equipment operating simultaneously (maximum

assessment) is 43.9 dBA.  The total is 10 dB lower than the weekday and Saturday background noise

levels.  As a result, maximum operations of mechanical equipment will not be perceived.

2. Site access road traffic will not generate significant noise levels compared to the background noise

levels.  At the western boundary location, on the east side of the berm, component noise levels from

each of the modeled site road segments range from approximately 26 dBA to 38 dBA during the

weekday traffic peak or 27 dBA to 40 dBA during the Saturday traffic peak.  The total noise level

at the western boundary from all site road segments is projected to be 45.4 dBA during the weekday

traffic peak and 46.7 dBA during the Saturday traffic peak.  Each of the combined component levels

are several decibels lower than the total noise levels received from all sources at the western

boundary.  As a result, site roadway traffic will not be perceived at the western boundary.

3. Site traffic in parking lots will not generate significant noise levels compared to the background

noise levels.  At the western boundary location, component noise levels from the several parking lots

range from approximately 10 dBA to 41 dBA during the and Saturday traffic peaks.  The total noise

level from all parking lots is projected to be 45.3 dBA at the western boundary.  The total parking

lot noise level will be 9-10 dB lower than the projected daytime background noise levels.  As a

result, traffic in parking lots will not be perceived.

4. Individual plaza service sources consisting of delivery trucks moving on the service road, trailer

switch-outs in each loading dock area, and idling of refrigerated trailers at the retail store loading

dock will in general not produce noise levels above daytime background noise levels at the western
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boundary and will not be perceptible.  Minor noise level increases may be generated by passbys of

trucks and trailer switch-outs behind the main retail store directly opposite the unforested boundary

segment, which may generate maximum levels of 55-56 dBA on the shielded west side of the berm.

The berm-shielded delivery truck noise levels will at most be 2 dB higher than projected background

noise levels, which increases will be imperceptible.

5. Plaza snow removal and parking lot sweeping scheduled during morning commuter hours are

projected to not generate noise levels greater than existing background noise levels under normal

operations in parking lots.   Operations in the service areas behind the main retail store and home

improvement store along the western boundary are projected to reach maximums of 58-59 dBA at

certain receptors on the western side of the perimeter berm, which compares to weekday morning

measured average noise levels of 59-60 dBA.  Snow removal activities performed at other times may

be perceived to generate relative noise increases, although noise increases would be brief and could

be minimized by limiting operations in the service areas to specific appropriate times.

6. Plaza waste removal services will not generate intolerable noise increases at many of the receptors

due to factors of distance and shielding by the forest buffer along th western boundary.  For certain

receptors along the extant berm on the western boundary that are not shielded by the forest buffer

and that are opposite the retail store waste station, maximum noise are modeled to potentially reach

up to 68.8 dBA.  This is based on the maximum source levels associated with overhead lift container

operations, which may produce maximum noise levels during container shaking to dislodge

materials, commonly lasting up to several seconds.  In contrast to measured existing morning peak

background noise levels of 59-60 dBA, the relative increases might briefly be  9-10 dB.  In contrast

to modeled noise levels for the weekday afternoon peak traffic hour, the noise increase might be 12

dB or greater.  Because the generated maximum noise levels occur for a relatively short duration,

the noise impacts should be limited.  Source noise levels can be mitigated with use of alternate waste

removal services, such as roll-off container services that produce maximum levels which are 4 dB

or more lower than overhead services.  Received levels can be mitigated with an eight foot high

continuous board fence installed on top of the western property line berm, which could reduce

received levels by 5 dB or more.  For the main retail store, waste containers might be located behind

the planned loading dock screen wall.

J. Nighttime noise impacts at the nearest receptors are not projected to result from the plaza.

1. Traffic on plaza roads and in parking lots in nighttime hours would be minimal or non-existent.

Generated noise will as result be minimal and imperceptible at the nearest receptors.
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2. Noise impacts from deliveries will be averted since receiving will be limited to daytime hours.

3. Nighttime operation of building air conditioning and chiller equipment are projected to generate

maximum noise levels of approximately 44 dBA at the western property line with all equipment

operating.  The maximum mechanical noise level corresponds to the modeled future nighttime

background noise levels.  As result, operating mechanical operations will not be obtrusive.

4. Scheduling of snow removal activities in nighttime hours would be limited to snow emergencies,

which will avert most nighttime noise impacts.  The maximum projected snow plow level of 48 dBA

on the west side of the western property line berm is 4 dB above projected nighttime noise levels,

which may be imperceptible or would be considered tolerable.

Plaza noise assessment overview

A computerized noise model was generated representing the planned site and surrounding community to

investigate the potential influences of the various plaza noise sources.  The noise model employed was

CADNA/A v3.6.120 by Datakustik, GmbH, a nationally and internationally well-accepted software program

for environmental noise level prediction.

The noise assessment model was designed to include the various existing and planned main site features

including forested areas, nearby existing commercial buildings and hotels, surrounding highways and local

streets, and planned plaza buildings and parking lots.  Site layouts and building layouts were developed from

current development plans, aerial photographs, USG terrain maps, and site surveys.  Building parameters

including building size, heights, and mechanical equipment selections were projected from the site

development plans, reference project information from similar Benderson plaza developments, and reference

examinations of similar facilities.

The mechanical component sources were individually represented in the noise model using manufacturer

equipment noise level ratings of typical manufacturers selected on other Benderson projects studied in other

recent similar noise assessments.  Selections of air conditioning mechanical equipment associated with the

large retail, home improvement, strip retail, and outdoor recreational stores were fairly large Carrier models

ranging from 17.5 to 30 ton capacities.   Air conditioning for the hotel were chosen as Carrier models with

40 ton capacities.  Air conditioning for the retail out-parcels were chosen as Carrier models with 17.5 ton

capacities.  Selections of refrigeration chillers  for the large retail store consisted of Carrier 48 series with

17.5 ton capacities.  
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The noise assessment model assumes that all mechanical components are operating simultaneously as a

representation of the worst case scenario, including for the nighttime analysis.  This may only occur for

specific summer periods and not be the typical average scenario.  Air conditioning equipment typically cycles

on and off, or changes from a high speed to a low speed that generates less noise.  Peak operations as such

with all equipment on may not necessarily coincide with the peak traffic periods applied in the model.  As

a result, the plaza noise modeling assumptions for mechanical operations are fairly conservative.  Actual

equipment types and layouts, and associated noise levels, may somewhat differ from the practical

assumptions.  However, combined noise levels are not expected should significantly change since it would

take a very large increase in number of sources (e.g., doubling) to affect just a small change in level (e.g.,

3 dB), which is unlikely to be feasible.  Minor modifications to selections may produce no difference or only

negligible increases in mechanical component noise levels.

 

Traffic source data employed in the model were taken from results of the community traffic study prepared

by traffic engineers SRF and Associates of Rochester, NY.  The traffic data describe the numbers of vehicles

passing in each direction on roadway segments and turning at intersections.  The counts and projections

represent current, future background, and future project traffic for the weekday afternoon peak period and

the Saturday noontime peak period.  Estimates of nighttime traffic volumes were based on published New

York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) hourly count data for the designated State highways.

Sound levels generated by service events including delivery truck passbys, trailer switch-outs, waste

container services, package waste compactors, snow plowing, and parking lot sweeping were obtained in

surveys of Benderson facilities by Angevine Acoustical Consultants, Inc.

Community noise criteria

Town of Hamburg

The sections of the Code of the Town of Hamburg that are applicable to noise generation are summarized

below.  The sections are taken from online materials currently available on the government website of the

Town of Hamburg.  Underlining is added for emphasis.

Chapter 175: NOISE

[HISTORY: Adopted by the Town Board of the Town of Hamburg 9-3-1963; effective 9-21-1963.

Amendments noted where applicable.]
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ARTICLE I Legislative Intent

§ 175-1. Legislative intent.

By adoption of this chapter, the Town Board of the Town of Hamburg declares its intent to prohibit

and/or regulate in a manner consistent with the health, welfare and safety of the citizens of this town

breaches of the peace, improper assembly, unreasonably loud and disturbing noises, profane, vulgar

and/or obscene language or conduct. Therefore, the Town Board, in the exercise of its police power

vested in it under § 130 of the Town Law of the State of New York, does hereby enact the following

ordinance: 

ARTICLE II Loud Noises Prohibited 

§ 175-2. Prohibitions. [Amended 6-14-1982 by L.L. No. 2-1982] 

A. The creation of any unnecessary and unreasonably loud or disturbing noise is prohibited as a

public nuisance. 

B. Noise of such character, intensity and duration as to be detrimental to the life, health or welfare

of the inhabitants of the Town of Hamburg is prohibited as a public nuisance. 

C. In particular, without excluding other types of prohibited sounds by failure to enumerate them, all

sleep-disturbing noises are prohibited.  Sleep-disturbing noises shall mean any unnecessary and

unreasonably loud or disturbing sounds occurring during the hours between 11:00 p.m. and 7:00

a.m. and unreasonably interfering with the sleep, comfort, health and repose of any individual

within hearing thereof or in the vicinity. 

The pertinent information in Chapter 175 Noise is that it generally prohibits the creation of “unnecessary and

unreasonably loud noise”.  No subjective definitions of these terms is given.  Additionally, no specific noise

level limits are given (e.g., 65 dBA in the daytime, 55 dBA in the nighttime) that are typical of some other

community noise ordinances.

The Code in Chapter 280 Zoning provides additional statements regarding activities in specified zoned areas.

ARTICLE XIII C-1 Local Retail Business District [Amended 1-11-1993 by L.L. No. 1-1993; 7-12-1993

by L.L. No. 6-1993; 1-26-1998 by L.L. No. 1-1998] 

§ 280-69. Intent 

... Commercial uses in this district are not overly intrusive to the surrounding residential areas and

include, but are not limited to, the following characteristics: low noise levels and odor generation,

unobtrusive lighting, and hours of operation from 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. (EST.), lim ited signage,

minimization of points of egress/ingress and encouragement of shared access. 
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§ 280-70. Permitted uses and structures. 

Uses and structures permitted in the C-1 District are as follows ... : 

B. Accessory uses and structures: 

(3) Shops for the manufacture or processing of articles incidental to the conduct of a retail

business lawfully conducted on the premises, provided that: 

(c) Such activity shall not produce offensive odors, noise, vibration, heat, glare or dust. 

The sections of Chapter 280 Section 70 pertinent to noise state that activities on lands zoned C-1 Local Retail

Business District shall not produce “offensive noise”.   No subjective definitions of offensive sounds are

provided, however.

ARTICLE XVIII M-1 Industrial Park - Research and Development District 

§ 280-119. Permitted uses and structures. 

Uses and structures permitted in the M-1 District are as follows ... : 

C. Limitations on permitted uses in the M-1 District: 

(1) No use of land, building or structure shall be permitted, the operation of which normally

results in any ... : 

(b) Dissemination of atmospheric pollutant, noise or odor into any R or C District. 

The sections of Chapter 280 Section 119 pertinent to noise in summary state that activities on lands zoned

M-1 Industrial Park - Research and Development District shall not have operations that produce

“dissemination” of noise into any R or C district. 

The same Chapter in other sections includes similar statements regarding activities on lands zoned M-1

Industrial Park District that shall not result in dissemination of noise into any R Residential or C Commercial

district.  The Chapter further similarly provides limits on dissemination of noise produced on M-2 and M-3

zoned lands in R and C districts, as well as respectively lower-numbered M districts.

The Chapter does not contain restrictions on noise produced on lands zoned R Residential or R-A Residential

Agricultural District received in R Residential Districts.  Although there are present sections of the Hamburg

Crossings site that appear to be zoned R-A, conservatively, the requirements for M-1 zoned districts (i.e., for

non-dissemination of noise) are applied throughout the noise assessment for R-A site areas.  Similarly, the

M-1 criterion is uniformly applied for the  C-1 zoned site areas whose criterion is not well defined (i.e., non-

offensive noise).
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Because no subjective definitions of “disseminable” noise are provided in the Code of the Town of Hamburg,

a candidate noise acceptability criterion is referenced that is available in the current noise assessment

guidelines of the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation.

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation

The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation has developed and currently employs

reference noise assessment guidelines for evaluating noise impacts around certain facilities.  NYSDEC

Program Policy DEP-00-1 (10/6/2000, rev 2/2/2001) describes recommended approaches for evaluating

sound sources by a number of common approaches.   Noise acceptability in each case is based on studied

human reactions to noise levels and noise characteristics.  

The acceptability of noise from a facility following the NYSDEC policy can be determined by examining the

potential noise level increases in comparison to typical or potential human reactions.  Specific ranges of noise

level increases and associated acceptability are summarized from the NYSDEC guidelines as follows.

Level Increase Acceptability/Subjective Reaction

0 to 3 dB Should have no appreciable effect on receptors

3 to 6 dB May have potential for adverse noise impact only in cases of most sensitive of receptors

> 6 dB May require a closer analysis of impact potential depending on existing levels & receptor

character

~10 dB Perceived doubling of loudness, deserves consideration of avoidance and mitigation in most

cases

It can be concluded that noise level increases up to 3 dB are imperceptible.  An alternate noise level increase

acceptability table is also given in the NYSDEC noise assessment guidelines:

Level Increase Acceptability/Subjective Reaction

< 5 dB Unnoticed to tolerable

5 to 10 dB Intrusive

10 to 15 dB Very noticeable

15 to 20 dB Objectionable

> 20 dB Very objectionable to intolerable

Where significant noise impacts are identified, NYSDEC recommends reasonable and necessary measures

to mitigate noise.  The effectiveness and feasibility of proposed mitigations must first be reviewed to
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determine if mitigation options are actually appropriate.

The NYSDEC noise assessment guidelines are originally intended to be used by Staff to review

environmental applications prepared by applicants and by applicants preparing the environmental

assessments for facilities that are permitted and regulated by NYSDEC.   The NYSDEC guidelines do not

supersede any local noise ordinances or regulations.  For communities where specific noise level limits are

not provided either in regulations of New York State or in codes of the local community, the NYSDEC noise

assessment guidelines have proven useful for assessing noise from local facilities and developments.

Measured Community background noise levels

To characterize the existing community noise environment surrounding the project site, background traffic

noise levels were measured at the western boundary line and at six other locations within the surrounding

community at several different times on different weekdays and weekend days using a portable sound level

analyzer.  Measurements included the average, maximum, and minimum A-weighted levels.  Measurements

were made with a CEL model 593.C1R   sound level analyzer, s/n 3/0991604; with CEL model  mk250 ½-

inch microphone , s/n 2039; CEL model 527 preamplifier, s/n 3/099/1527.  The instrument meets or exceeds

requirements of American National Standard ANSI S1.4-1983 (R2006) with S1.4A-1985 (R2006) amend-

ment.  The meter was calibrated before and after each series of measurements with the acoustic calibrator

whose signal meets or exceeds requirements of ANSI S1.40-2006 standard.  Results of the community

background noise surveys are listed in the following table.
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Table 1

Hamburg Crossings

Measured Background Sound Levels at Surrounding Receptors (10 min avg.)

Measured Background 

   Start     Sound Levels (dBA)   

Loc.             Description            Day     Date       Time   Avg Max Min

1 West Property Line Sat 3/24/2007 5:39 pm 51.7 67.2 46.0

Sun 3/25/2007 1:38 pm 43.4 53.1 51.0

Sat 4/14/2007 11:47 am 46.6 58.2 40.0

Thur 4/19/2007 6:20 am 58.7 62.7 55.0

Thur 4/19/2007 6:36 am 59.6 69.4 57.0

Thur 4/19/2007 8:27 am 50.5 65.8 460

Thur 4/19/2007 4:44 pm 56.6 71.6 50.0

Sat 4/21/2007 11:46 am 45.2 55.9 40.0

Sat 4/21/2007 1:49 pm 44.9 61.0 41.0

Mon 4/23/2007 5:03 pm 557.2 74.8 46.0

2 West End of Commerce Pl Sat 3/24/2007 6:04 pm 56.1 73.6 48.0

Sun 3/25/2007 1:55 pm 53.4 63.1 47.0

Sat 4/14/2007 12:02 pm 51.6 61.7 47.0

Thur 4/19/2007 7:58 am 57.4 66.1 54.0

Thur 4/19/2007 5:56 pm 60.2 74.1 55.0

Sat 4/21/2007 1:05 pm 51.4 63.4 45.0

Mon 4/23/2007 6:19 pm 64.5 77.9 55.0

3 Holiday Lane at Rovner Pl Sat 3/24/2007 6:31 pm 57.3 74.9 47.0

Sun 3/25/2007 2:13 pm 56.9 70.8 42.0

Sat 4/14/2007 12:17 pm 59.0 72.8 48.0

Thur 4/19/2007 7:43 am 62.0 76.1 53.0

Thur 4/19/2007 5:41 pm 62.8 79.7 52.0

Sat 4/21/2007 12:51 pm 57.7 72.9 48.0

Mon 4/23/2007 6:01 pm 64.7 77.8 52.0

4 Creekview Dr Sat 3/24/2007 6:51 pm 47.7 65.1 42.0

(NE corner of devel.) Sun 3/25/2007 2:33 pm 53.2 70.4 43.0

Sat 4/14/2007 12:52 pm 48.1 66.9 41.0

Thur 4/19/2007 7:00 am 59.2 78.0 55.0

Thur 4/19/2007 5:12 pm 57.7 74.3 49.0

Sat 4/21/2007 12:32 pm 50.3 63.4 41.0

Mon 4/23/2007 5:30 pm 62.4 76.5 49.0
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Measured Background 

  Sound Levels (dBA)   

Loc.             Description            Day      Date         Time    Avg Max Min

5 Creekview Dr Sat 3/24/2007 7:03 pm 47.0 65.7 41.0

(SE corner of devel.) Sun 3/25/2007 2:45 pm 54.4 69.4 43.0

Sat 4/14/2007 1:05 pm 44.7 56.0 38.0

Thur 4/19/2007 7:11 am 59.4 78.8 55.0

Thur 4/19/2007 5:23 pm 53.9 70.9 49.0

Sat 4/21/2007 12:20 pm 55.4 75.4 40.0

Mon 4/23/2007 5:20 pm 61.2 77.3 46.0

6 Dartmouth St at Camp Rd Sat 3/24/2007 7:25 pm 56.3 70.0 46.0

(second house east of Camp) Sun 3/25/2007 3:02 pm 59.4 79.2 47.0

Sat 4/14/2007 1:31 pm 59.6 74.0 48.0

Thur 4/19/2007 8:13 am 64.2 85.0 52.0

Thur 4/19/2007 6:09 pm 61.6 77.8 51.0

Sat 4/21/2007 1:34 pm 59.8 78.4 49.0

Mon 4/23/2007 6:49 pm 62.5 73.4 55.0

7 Creekview Dr Sat 4/14/2007 12:40 pm 54.5 72.4 44.0

(NW corner of devel.) Thur 4/19/2007 7:24 am 58.8 71.7 54.0

Thur 4/19/2007 5:00 pm 62.4 82.2 48.0

Sat 4/21/2007 12:07 pm 50.9 67.7 42.0

Mon 4/23/2007 5:45 pm 63.6 76.5 49.0

Background noise level data obtained by continuous noise logging at the western property line are reported

in Appendix A.  One series of logging extended from a Thursday morning through Saturday afternoon ,

followed by a series extending from the same Saturday afternoon through the following Monday evening.

av max 10 99The data are presented in tabular form, including L  (average), L  (maximum), L , and L  (minimum).

av maxData are also presented graphically (L , L ).  All of the data are measured with A-weighting and Slow time

response, corresponding to properties of human hearing.

Plaza noise assessment findings

It is concluded from the survey observations that the community background noise environment at each

location is largely influenced by traffic on the Thruway, on State Route 75 (Camp Road), and on State Route

20 (Southwestern Boulevard).  Depending on the community location, traffic on the surrounding local streets

may be significant.  Additional noise sources include resident activities, birds, wind, and whistles from trains

operating on rail lines located one mile north of the site.   At the western boundary location and at locations

along Creekview Drive, existing bus garage operations of Fisher Bus Service were contributory to measured
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levels, in particular during bus startup and idling.  Noise levels varied by time of day and day of the week,

and were generally highest in correspondence to peak traffic periods.  

The results of noise modeling are presented graphically in Appendix B and in tabular form in Table 2.  The

first figure in Appendix B is a key to the locations of measurement points and modeling points.  Noise level

boxes are shown that correspond to survey locations 1 to 7.  The modeled existing traffic noise levels for

these locations correspond to the survey findings for the weekday and Saturday peak traffic periods.  Minor

differences may exist between measured and modeled baseline existing noise level results due to differences

in actual existing traffic volumes at the time of survey in contrast to peak traffic counts employed in the

model.  Measured levels may also differ from modeled results due to contributions of certain community

sources (neighbor activities, local street traffic, aircraft pass-overs, etc.) that were not included in the noise

model.  Modeled results for other community receptor locations are shown in the results of Appendix B at

locations A to P.  The scenarios include representations of weekday (4:30-5:30 p.m.) and Saturday (11:45

a.m.-12:45 p.m.) peak traffic periods, for the existing scenario, for the future background scenario (year

2012) excluding the plaza sources, and for the future develop scenario with combined plaza sources in the

peak periods.  Other scenarios represent weekday and Saturday nighttime (2:00-3:00 a.m.)  periods.

It is concluded from the plaza noise assessment modeling that natural traffic growth will cause community

background noise levels to increase above existing noise levels by approximately 1 dB or less at each studied

residential receptor location on weekdays and by 2 dB or less on Saturdays.  Typical future development

sources at the Hamburg Crossings plaza are expected to generate average noise level increases of

approximately 1.5 dB or less at each residential receptor on weekdays and by approximately  2 dB or less

on Saturdays.  These projected noise level increases at the residential receptors are sufficiently below the

3 dB perceptibility criterion referenced by NYSDEC noise assessment guidelines, and therefore should meet

the Town of Hamburg noise code requirements regarding noise dissemination.

Plaza support and maintenance services, including deliveries, idling trucks, trailer switch-outs, snow plowing,

and parking lot sweeping performed during daytime hours are not anticipated to generate significant noise

level increases with respect to the reference 3 dB criterion.  Overhead lift waste container services may

generate brief noise level increases along the western boundary berm that are 10 dB or more above weekday

daytime background noise levels, however, due to limited durations of the maximums the noise impacts

would be limited.  Mitigations to waste removal operations would include use of alternate container services

that generate reduced noise, use of added solid  fencing on top of the property berm, and location of waste
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containers behind planned loading dock screen walls.

Operations of building mechanical equipment sources are not projected to generate noise that exceeds the

reference 3 dB noise level increase criterion during the daytime or nighttime.  Mechanical noise is predicted

to be acceptable including during maximum system loading with all sources operating.

The character of the plaza noise sources will not be significantly different from the background traffic noise

character.

Summary noise mitigations

The following plaza design factors, which beneficially contribute to plaza noise source mitigation, are

included in the noise modeling assessment:

1. Layout of buildings that substantially shield site traffic sources on site access roads and in

parking lots  the nearest residential receptors along western boundary from .

2. Maintenance of a wide area of mature foresting along a large portion of the western and

southwestern boundaries to screen the nearest residential development.

3. Maintenance and improvement of an earthen berm along the northern segment of the western

boundary.

4. Use of screen walls at loading docks to screen idling trucks and trailers.

5. Screening of rooftop mechanical equipment by building roof edges and parapets.

6. Limiting main plaza operations to normal daytime hours.

7. Location of hotel operations distant from the western boundary.

8. Scheduling of deliveries and plaza maintenance operations to daytime hours.

Mitigations to reduce waste services noise level increases include:

1. Use of alternate waste removal services such as those involving roll-off containers, which

generate lesser noise increases. 

2. Installation of an added solid fence on top of the western perimeter berm.

3. Placement of waste containers behind planned loading dock screen walls or similar, where

practical.
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Noise prediction model and results

The community noise modeling results shown in Appendix B graphically show the source dominance of each

highway and the Thruway ramps.  Overlaid on the noise contours are sound level boxes generated by the noise

contour calculations.  The level boxes are positioned at the same locations used for sound surveys (Locations

1 to 6) and at other receptor locations along the western boundary and at other community locations (Locations

A-P).  The levels in each box can be respectively compared to the levels other figures for determination of

anticipated increases in A-weighted background noise levels.  Note that survey/model location 1 is placed on

the exposed eastern side of the current property line berm, which does not include the sound attenuation

afforded by the berm.  Corresponding model location C is placed adjacent on the western side of the berm

vicinity and includes the sound attenuation of the berm.

The figures for the Existing Background scenario represent the modeling results of the current community noise

environment around the project site (weekday afternoon peak period - 4:30-5:30 p.m., Saturday noontime peak

period - 11:45 a.m.-12:45 p.m., weekday night minimum - 2:00-3:00 a.m., Saturday night minimum - 2:00-3:00

a.m.).  Traffic source inputs for the various highway segments between intersections were developed for the

peak periods from traffic volume data presented in the traffic report Figure 3 prepared by SRF and Associates.

The traffic figure represents both the existing weekday afternoon peak hour counts and the existing Saturday

midday peak hour counts. 

The second noise modeling scenario represents the Future Background noise environment.  The traffic source

inputs for the peak periods are based on traffic projections given in Figure 5A of the SRF traffic report.  The

third noise assessment scenario represents the Future Development background noise environment including

the plaza source.  The traffic source inputs for the peak periods are based on traffic volume projections in Figure

8A of the SRF and Associates traffic report.

Thruway source inputs for each of the three noise model scenarios (Existing Background, Future Background,

Future Development) are based on New York State Thruway traffic count data taken from the most recent

annual State traffic report for the year 2005.  The Annual Average Daily Traffic counts (AADT) used to

develop hourly lane volumes were obtained for Thruway segments Exits 57A to 57 (daily average 29710, or

14855 each direction) and Exits 57 to 56 (daily average total 36470, or 18235).  The noise model in accord with

international traffic modeling standards assumes an hourly average that is approximately 6% of the daily total,

which is 891 vehicles per hour each direction and 1094 vehicles per hour each direction respectively.  Model

inputs for Saturday volumes are based on estimates representing 85% of the weekday volume (respectively 758

and 930 vehicles per hour in each direction).   The Thruway truck mix employed was 17% based on NYSDOT
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summary findings.  

Traffic source inputs for each of the nighttime periods were developed from NYSDOT hourly traffic count

information for the year 2006 and 2007.   From these hourly data, scenarios of weekday nighttime and Saturday

nighttime were developed for the 2:00-3:00 a.m. hour, which is typically the lowest volume traffic hour each

day of the week.  Nighttime noise scenario inputs for the Thruway segments respectively amounted to volumes

of 160 vehicles per hour with 60% trucks on the weekday in each direction, and 140 vehicles per hour with 40%

trucks on Saturday in each direction.  

Because the Thruway traffic volumes can vary significantly between different days and months, the use of the

average annualized data was concluded to be a means approximation of reasonable daytime average for

purposes of the comparative noise assessments of the three community scenarios.  For ease of modeling, the

Thruway traffic counts were held to the same hourly averages for each of the three scenarios.  The inputs were

not increased for future years partly because NYSDOT does not provide estimates of future traffic volumes.

It should also be noted that recent changes in gasoline prices and Thruway tolls have altered traffic volumes

for the previous year compared to the previous several years, and historic traffic volume data might not

accurately be used to estimate future traffic patterns.

Table 2 below summarizes the modeled noise levels at each receptor location for the Existing Background,

Future Background, and Future Development scenarios.  The data are transposed from the level boxes of the

graphical noise model contours of Appendix B.
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Table 2

Hamburg Crossings

Summary of Modeled Average Daytime Noise Levels (dBA) at Surrounding Receptors

With Level Differences (dBA) Between Scenarios

Existing Background                Future Background                            Future Development             

Recvr Weekday  Sat Weekday Diff  Sat Diff Weekday Diff Sat Diff

1 54.5 52.8 54.7 0.2 53.6 0.8 56.4 1.7 56.0 2.4

2 57.9 56.6 58.1 0.2 56.9 0.3 61.2 3.1 61.2 4.5

3 61.8 60.1 62.2 0.4 60.7 0.6 62.9 0.7 62.0 1.3

4 53.3 51.9 54.1 0.8 53.2 0.3 55.1 1.0 54.6 1.4

5 51.0 49.9 51.4 0.4 50.4 0.5 52.4 1.0 51.9 1.5

6 61.8 60.3 62.4 0.6 61.2 0.9 63.3 0.9 62.8 1.6

7 54.7 53.5 55.9 1.2 55.3 1.8 56.2 0.3 55.8 0.5

A 53.6 52.3 54.5 0.9 53.6 1.3 55.7 1.2 55.3 1.7

B 52.7 51.1 53.0 0.3 51.9 0.8 54.0 1.0 53.5 1.6

C 50.0 48.5 50.6 0.6 49.7 1.2 51.7 1.1 51.2 1.5

D 54.2 52.8 54.4 0.2 53.3 0.5 55.9 1.5 55.5 2.2

E 54.6 53.5 54.8 0.2 53.9 0.4 56.1 1.3 55.7 1.8

F 60.7 59.2 61.0 0.3 59.7 0.7 61.6 1.6 60.7 1.0

G 60.5 59.3 61.7 1.2 61.2 1.9 62.0 0.3 61.6 0.4

H 62.1 61.7 62.7 0.6 62.5 0.8 63.2 0.5 63.1 0.6

I 59.1 58.0 59.5 0.4 58.5 0.5 60.4 0.9 59.9 1.4

J 54.5 53.3 55.0 0.5 53.7 0.4 54.8 -0.2 54.3 0.7

K 57.1 55.6 58.2 1.1 57.1 1.5 59.1 0.3 58.6 1.5

L 52.2 51.4 52.5 0.3 51.7 0.3 53.4 0.9 52.9 1.2

M 61.7 60.0 62.2 0.5 60.7 0.7 62.7 0.5 61.6 0.9

N 64.6 63.4 65.9 1.3 65.2 1.8 66.2 0.3 65.4 0.2

O 60.3 59.5 60.3 0 59.5 0 60.5 0.2 59.7 0.2

P 61.5 60.2 61.9 0.4 60.6 0.4 62.4 0.5 61.7 1.1

From the middle columns of data, the future background noise level averages differ from the existing

modeled background noise levels by approximately 1 dB or less on weekdays and by less than 2 dB or less

on Saturdays.  The increases are due to projected increases in local highway traffic on Camp Road and

Southwestern Boulevard for the year 2012 excluding the plaza traffic and building sources.

From the rightmost columns of data, the future development noise level averages differ from the existing

modeled background noise levels by approximately 1.5 dB or less on weekdays and by approximately 2 dB

or less on Saturdays.  The increases are due to projected increases in local highway traffic on Camp Road

and Southwestern Boulevard for the year 2012 together with plaza traffic and building sources.
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Table 3 below summarizes the modeling of maximum noise levels from specific point sources that represent

plaza support and maintenance services operating in the building service areas and on the service access road

behind (west of) the main retail buildings, and in the various main parking lots between and east of the main

retail buildings.

Table 3

Maximum Noise Level from Service Vehicle Sources

Deliv Passby Deliv Passby Deliv Passby Deliv Passby Deliv Passby

Service Rd Service Rd Service Rd Service Rd Service Rd

Rear (NW) Rear (SW) Rear (NW) Rear (west) Rear (west)

Receiver Subdiv Retail Gen Retail Gen Retail Home Impr  Outdoor Store

1 35.7 67.1 53.7 46.8 29.9

2 32.2 35.9 26.1 30.2 39.4

3 25.5 28.5 21.1 21.0 27.1

4 41.4 42.8 45.6 32.5 22.0

5 33.5 39.2 39.9 44.6 37.1

6 46.8 29.2 44.2 25.5 21.1

7 29.6 27.5 33.8 24.8 22.4

A 45.7 45.1 52.4 35.5 26.9

B 34.1 52.2 49.1 39.2 28.5

C 33.0 55.8 49.6 39.6 29.8

D 36.3 49.5 43.7 51.3 42.8

E 26.6 36.4 35.3 54.9 48.0

L 29.6 21.6 30.3 33.5 45.2

Plaza service sources consisting of delivery truck pass-bys, trailer switch-outs, trailer unloading by fork lift

at the home improvement store, and refrigerated trailer idling behind the loading dock screen at the general

retail store, are expected to typically generate maximum noise levels that are lower than projected future

daytime background noise levels and not be perceived.  Limited minor noise increases may result from pass-

bys of delivery trucks on the service road and trailer switch-outs in the service areas occurring directly

opposite a particular receptor location.  Such increases would typically be limited to less than 3 dB, and

therefore would not be perceptible.   There may be limited instances where possible maximum noise level

increases would be above 3 dB although less than 6 dB, which should be acceptable since delivery service

occurrences will typically be brief.  The estimates for Location 1 represent the unshielded western side of

the berm.  In comparison, the results for corresponding Location C include several decibels of noise shielding

by the included western property line berm.
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Deliv Trk Unload Trailer Switch Trailer Switch Trailer Switch Fork Lift

Rear (west) Rear (west) Rear (west) Rear (west) Rear (west)

Receiver Subdiv Retail Gen Retail Home Impr Outdoor Store Home Impr

1 16.3 61.1 34.9 23.9 24.8

2 12.7 36.7 28.0 30.5 21.7

3 5.6 31.3 18.9 26.3 8.3

4 28.7 48.5 26.1 17.4 16.2

5 11.7 44.9 48.3 27.9 43.0

6 25.3 31.1 22.6 19.9 8.1

7 17.8 26.0 28.8 23.5 18.9

A 31.5 47.5 30.0 23.2 18.9

B 19.8 54.1 32.3 23.3 22.3

C 15.6 54.7 36.8 24.2 26.8

D 8.5 52.9 41.8 29.4 33.8

E 3.7 40.5 54.2 30.6 52.5

L 6.7 28.1 33.1 32.0 30.7

Compactor Compactor Compactor Refrig Trailer Idling

Rear (west) Rear (west) Rear (west) Behind Dock Screen

Receiver Gen Retail Home Impr Outdoor Store Gen Retail                

1 43.6 2.9 0 21.3

2 3 3.7 0 24.8

3 0 0 0 17.7

4 10.3 0 0 16.8

5 11 7.5 0 32.0

6 0 0 0 16.3

7 0 0 0 11.2

A 10.9 0 0 17.9

B 17.7 0 0 17.3

C 20.1 2.4 0 21.7

D 24.1 4.5 0 26.1

E 8.7 14.7 0 39.7

L 0 0 0.4 32.1

Operations of enclosed waste packaging compactors in the services areas behind the main retail stores are

shown above to be relatively quiet and will not generate significant noise at any of the receptors.
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Snow Plow Snow Plow Snow Plow Snow Plow Snow Plow

Side SW Lot Main East Lot Service Rd Service Rd Main East Lot

Receiver Subdiv Retail Gen Retail Gen Retail Home Impr Outdoor Store

1 41.0 57.6 70.5 51.4 32.1

2 33.1 44.0 39.4 33.4 52.5

3 29.2 33.9 32.6 24.4 36.6

4 47.1 37.8 46.4 36.9 29.4

5 34.0 38.5 41.6 49.2 37.3

6 44.3 40.5 32.3 29.1 30.8

7 40.0 32.6 34.7 27.7 24.0

A 55.1 35.4 49.2 39.9 27.1

B 40.6 37.4 56.1 43.8 30.9

C 38.5 48.3 59.4 44.0 34.4

D 39.7 51.7 51.9 55.9 40.7

E 25.4 35.7 40.3 58.2 48.4

L 32.0 30.8 26.9 36.0 40.4

Sweeper Sweeper Sweeper Sweeper Sweeper

Side SW Lot Main East Lot Service Rd Service Rd Main East Lot

Receiver Subdiv Retail Gen Retail Gen Retail Home Impr Outdoor Store

1 35.2 53.5 65.9 48.5 22.0

2 24.6 40.9 34.2 25.1 48.3

3 22.7 32.6 27.6 17.3 33.1

4 36.8 27.6 38.7 32.1 11.9

5 28.5 32.5 37.0 45.6 28.2

6 32.8 25.6 27.2 22.2 14.1

7 32.4 29.2 30.9 24.8 7.3

A 50.0 25.4 45.7 37.3 6.4

B 35.2 29.8 50.5 40.5 17.2

C 33.2 44.6 53.6 39.7 19.6

D 31.7 47.4 47.7 52.1 26.8

E 19.3 32.4 36.5 54.1 39.0

L 24.7 26.3 18.3 30.0 40.5

Snow plows and parking lot sweepers received at the residential receptors will typically not generate

significant maximum noise levels or cause perceptible noise increases compared to future projected daytime

average background noise levels.  Limited minor noise increases may result from pass-bys of snow plows

on the service road directly opposite a particular receptor location.  Such possible increases would typically
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be limited to less than 3 dB, and would therefore not be perceptible.   There may be limited instances where

possible maximum noise level increases may be above 3 dB although less than 6 dB, which should be

acceptable since snow plow pass-bys on the service road will typically be brief.   Although mention does not

appear to exist in the Code of the Town of Hamburg regarding snow removal, it should be noted that

reference community codes commonly exempt the noise from safety and emergency activities.

Waste Srvc Waste Srvc Waste Srvc Waste Srvc

Overhead Lift Overhead Lift Overhead Lift Overhead Lift

Rear (west) Rear (west) Rear (west) Rear (west)

Receiver Subdiv Retail Gen Retail Home Impr Outdoor Store

1 46.3 73.0 47.2 28.9

2 37.0 36.2 44.2 32.2

3 28.5 26.5 29.8 25.6

4 56.1 57.3 38.8 28.9

5 44.5 60.1 57.4 39.2

6 52.8 31.9 33.1 26.7

7 51.0 47.7 38.7 31.8

A 63.5 52.9 43.2 31.9

B 48.5 65.1 42.7 32.4

C 47.5 68.8 46.1 32.8

D 36.2 66.7 51.7 35.3

E 30.9 54.0 63.9 37.1

L 51.4 36.8 44.4 38.2

Waste container services consisting of overhead lift and dump operations performed at the retail buildings

closest to the western boundary may generate noise increases at certain receptors during possible container

shaking.  It has been observed from a series of reference measurements on different equipment that the actual

durations of the maximum noise levels are typically limited to just several seconds.  Although the associated

noise level increases at the receptors may be 10 dB or more, any noise impacts would be minimized based

on the limited duration of the noise peaks.  The noise peaks from the waste services might be reduced by a

predicted 5 dB from a solid wooden fence installed on top of the extant perimeter berm.  Should it be

practical to place waste containers behind the planned loading dock screen walls and if the screens are

sufficiently tall, the noise peaks might be reduced a similar amount.The noise peaks might alternately be

reduced by approximately 4 dB or more by use of alternate waste removal services, such as roll-off container

services.  
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Conclusions

A. The background noise environment at each of the observed receptor locations was found to be strongly

dominated by sounds of traffic on highways surrounding the Hamburg Crossings plaza site, in particular

during peak traffic periods.  As reference, at Location 1 on the western boundary of the site on the

western side of the existing berm, current background noise levels measured as follows:

1. 59-60 dBA, weekday morning peak traffic period.

2. 57 dBA, weekday afternoon peak traffic period.

3. 45-47 dBA, Saturday noontime peak traffic period.

4. 46-62 dBA, weekday nighttime.

5. 44-63 dBA, Saturday nighttime.

B. Modeled predicted noise levels for the Existing Background scenario were generated using existing peak

traffic volumes obtained from the project traffic engineering report and NYSDOT published local traffic

data.  At Location 1, the following are the modeled existing background noise levels for the peak periods.

Note that modeled results may differ from measured background levels considering the presence of

additional measured sources that were not all modeled, and possible differences in traffic volumes.

1. 54.5 dBA, weekday afternoon peak traffic period.

2. 52.8 dBA, Saturday noontime peak traffic period.

3. 43.7 dBA, weekday nighttime estimate.

4. 43.8 dBA, Saturday nighttime estimate.

C. Modeled predicted noise levels for the Future Background scenario were generated using traffic volume

projections from the traffic engineering report and estimates based on NYSDOT published local traffic

data.  At Location 1, the following are the modeled future background noise levels with normal growth:

1. 54.7 dBA, weekday afternoon peak traffic period.

2. 53.6 dBA, Saturday noontime peak traffic period.

3. 43.7 dBA, weekday nighttime estimate.

4. 43.8 dBA, Saturday nighttime estimate.

D. Modeled predicgted noise levels for the Future Development scenario were generated using traffic

volume projections, traffic estimates based on NYSDOT published local traffic data, and plaza

component sources.  At Location 1, the following are the modeled future development noise levels:

1. 56.4 dBA, weekday afternoon peak traffic period.
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2. 55.5 dBA, Saturday noontime peak traffic period.

3. 43.7 dBA, weekday nighttime estimate.

4. 48.3 dBA, Saturday nighttime estimate.

E. Community background noise levels are projected to increase at residential receptors by 1 dB or less on

weekdays and less than 2 dB on Saturdays in the year 2012 due to natural traffic growth.  Background

levels are projected to increase at residential receptors by approximately 1.5 dB on weekdays and 2 dB

on Saturdays.  Each of these are less than the presented 3 dB perceptibility criterion that is referenced

from noise assessment guidelines of New York State Department of Environmental Conservation

Program Policy.  As a result, no noise impacts are projected will occur from normal daily operations of

the Hamburg Crossings plaza from site traffic on access roadways and in parking lots and from building

mechanical equipment.

F. Combined mechanical equipment noise levels are projected at approximately 43.9 dBA at Location 1

on the western boundary.  This will be 10 dB lower than the weekday and Saturday background noise

levels.  As a result, maximum operations of mechanical equipment will not be perceived.  

G. Traffic on site roads will generate a combined noise level of approximately 45.4 dBA during the

weekday traffic peak and 46.7 dBA during the Saturday traffic peak.  The component levels will be

several decibels lower than the total noise levels at the western boundary.  As a result, site roadway

traffic will not be perceived.  

H. Traffic in parking lots are projected to produce a component noise level of 45.3 dBA at Location 1 on

the western boundary.  The total parking lot noise level will be 9-10 dB lower than the projected daytime

background noise levels.  As a result, traffic in parking lots will not be perceived.

I. Plaza services, which will be normally limited to daytime operations, will not generate noise levels

greater than the projected future background noise levels under normal circumstances.  Minor noise level

increases may be generated in limited occurrences by certain sources operating close to certain receptors,

however, such increases will be limited to approximately 3 dB or less, and will be relatively brief as

exemplified by pass-bys of delivery trucks on the service road and switch-outs of trailers in loading

docks.  Modeled plaza waste removal services consisting of overhead lift and dump may generate

maximum noise levels that extend 6 or more decibels above projected background daytime noise levels

in some instances or 10 dB or more in others.  Noise increases could be reduced by adding a fence on
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top of the extant perimeter berm or alternately by use of alternate waste removal services.

J. No significant noise level increase are projected in nighttime hours (11:00 p.m. - 7 00 a.m.) considering

that regular plaza operations and services would not be scheduled in those hours.  Possible snow removal

activities on the closest service road and in loading dock areas might generate brief minor noise

increases, although under emergency situations these occurrences would commonly be exempted from

noise restrictions.  Plowing of these areas to the extent practical could be limited to daytime hours. 

K. Based on the conclusions above, no significant noise impacts are projected with respect to the Code of

the Town of Hamburg in Chapter 175 Noise that prohibits the creation of “unnecessary and unreasonably

loud or disturbing noise” ... “of such character, intensity and duration as to be detrimental to the life,

health or welfare of the inhabitants of the Town of Hamburg...”.   The noise levels and noise character

to be generated by plaza site traffic will correspond to the levels and character of existing background

noise presently generated by traffic on the Thruway, on other adjoining highways, and on local streets.

L. In addition, based on the above conclusions, no significant noise impacts are projected with respect to

the Code in Chapter 280 Zoning that limits activities on lands zoned C-1 from producing “offensive

noise”, and that limits permitted activities on lands zoned M-1 Industrial Park District from resulting in

“dissemination of ... noise into any R (Residential) or C (Commercial) District”.
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APPENDIX A

Noise Logging Results

April 19 to April 21, 2007



        ANGEVINE ACOUSTICAL CONSULTANTS, Inc.  

SOUND TEST    AA- 2150             
                                          DATE:      4/19-4/21/2007    

SOUND LEVEL METER:

  G Larson Davis 800B    s/n 0327; ½" mic 2559,   s/n 1422;    826B,   s/n 141                  (A kit)

  G Larson Davis 800B    s/n 0695; ½" mic 2559,   s/n 2074;    PRM826B,   s/n 1471        (B kit)

  G CEL 593.C1R        s/n 025387;  ½" mic mk250, s/n 0378; preamp CEL 527, s/n 025401         (red case) 

G CEL 593.C1R   s/n 3/0991604;   ½" mic mk250, s/n 2039; preamp CEL 527, s/n 3/099/1527  (black case) 

  G CEL 493                 s/n 351119; ½" mic mk225,   s/n 579079

  G GenRad 1982             s/n 1334; ½" mic 1962-9610,   s/n 10769

G Metro. db306/14        s/n 5000; ¼" mic mk301LP,   s/n 20942

G Metro. db306/27-80   s/n 5000; ¼" mic mk301HP,   s/n 60963

G Metrosonics db307    s/n R124; ¼" mic s/n NA

G Metrosonics db308  s/n 002237; ½" mic s/n NA

G Metrosonics db308  s/n 002247; ½" mic s/n NA

G Metrosonics db3100   s/n 1163; ¼" mic mk3100R,   s/n NA

G Metrosonics db3100   s/n 1658; ¼" mic mk3100R,   s/n 2351

Gx  Metrosonics db3100   s/n 3980; ¼" mic mk3100R,   s/n 4722

G Metrosonics db3100   s/n 4415; ¼" mic mk3100R,   s/n 5363

G Metrosonics db3100   s/n 4418; ¼" mic mk3100R,   s/n 817

G Metrosonics db310     s/n 1212; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db310     s/n 1309; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db604     s/n 1158; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db604     s/n 1168; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db604     s/n 1242; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db604     s/n 1255; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db604     s/n 1256; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Rion SA-77         s/n 10151076; ½" mic BK4176R,   s/n 1583199;    Preamp NH-174,   s/n 61582

G Metrosonics db3080   s/n 1414; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db3080   s/n 1505; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db3080   s/n 1511; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db3080   s/n 1808; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db3080   s/n 4049; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db3080   s/n 4400; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db3080   s/n 4401; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db3080   s/n 4441; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db3080   s/n 5727; ¼" mic  s/n 310-0000-02

CALIBRATOR:

G GenRad 1562A        s/n 6818 G CEL 284/2                          s/n 02512942         (593 red case) 

G GenRad 1562A        s/n 20934 G CEL 284/2                          s/n 4/09921209      (593 black case) 

G GenRad 1567     s/n 15350 G CEL 284/2                          s/n 864099             (493 kit)

G GenRad 1562     s/n HP138  G  Metrosonics cl302             s/n 2040

G GenRad 1562              s/n IT109 G Metrosonics cl304              s/n 2054

G Metrosonics cl304       s/n 4541 G Metrosonics cl304               s/n 3067

G Metrosonics cl304       s/n 01379 G Larson Davis CA250           s/n 0206                 (A kit)

G Quest QC-10         s/n QC100B0012 G Larson Davis CA250           s/n 0886                 (B kit)

WEATHER:

G Clear  G Cloudy  G Rain  G Fog  G Snowing  G Snow on Ground  G W et Streets
4/19    Temperature = 32-58EF;    W inds = 7 mph mean;      Precip = 0.0"
4/20    Temperature = 32-64EF;    W inds = 7 mph mean;      Precip = 0.0"
4/21    Temperature = 37-65EF;    W inds = 10 mph mean;    Precip = 0.0"
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APPENDIX A

Noise Logging Results

April 21 to April 23, 2007



        ANGEVINE ACOUSTICAL CONSULTANTS, Inc.  

SOUND TEST    AA- 2150             
                                          DATE:      4/21-4/23/2007    

SOUND LEVEL METER:

  G Larson Davis 800B    s/n 0327; ½" mic 2559,   s/n 1422;    826B,   s/n 141                  (A kit)

  G Larson Davis 800B    s/n 0695; ½" mic 2559,   s/n 2074;    PRM826B,   s/n 1471        (B kit)

  G CEL 593.C1R        s/n 025387;  ½" mic mk250, s/n 0378; preamp CEL 527, s/n 025401         (red case) 

G CEL 593.C1R   s/n 3/0991604;   ½" mic mk250, s/n 2039; preamp CEL 527, s/n 3/099/1527  (black case) 

  G CEL 493                 s/n 351119; ½" mic mk225,   s/n 579079

  G GenRad 1982             s/n 1334; ½" mic 1962-9610,   s/n 10769

G Metro. db306/14        s/n 5000; ¼" mic mk301LP,   s/n 20942

G Metro. db306/27-80   s/n 5000; ¼" mic mk301HP,   s/n 60963

G Metrosonics db307    s/n R124; ¼" mic s/n NA

G Metrosonics db308  s/n 002237; ½" mic s/n NA

G Metrosonics db308  s/n 002247; ½" mic s/n NA

G Metrosonics db3100   s/n 1163; ¼" mic mk3100R,   s/n NA

G Metrosonics db3100   s/n 1658; ¼" mic mk3100R,   s/n 2351

G Metrosonics db3100   s/n 3980; ¼" mic mk3100R,   s/n 4722

G Metrosonics db3100   s/n 4415; ¼" mic mk3100R,   s/n 5363

Gx  Metrosonics db3100   s/n 4418; ¼" mic mk3100R,   s/n 817

G Metrosonics db310     s/n 1212; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db310     s/n 1309; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db604     s/n 1158; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db604     s/n 1168; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db604     s/n 1242; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db604     s/n 1255; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db604     s/n 1256; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Rion SA-77         s/n 10151076; ½" mic BK4176R,   s/n 1583199;    Preamp NH-174,   s/n 61582

G Metrosonics db3080   s/n 1414; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db3080   s/n 1505; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db3080   s/n 1511; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db3080   s/n 1808; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db3080   s/n 4049; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db3080   s/n 4400; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db3080   s/n 4401; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db3080   s/n 4441; ¼" mic  s/n NA

G Metrosonics db3080   s/n 5727; ¼" mic  s/n 310-0000-02

CALIBRATOR:

G GenRad 1562A        s/n 6818 G CEL 284/2                          s/n 02512942         (593 red case) 

G GenRad 1562A        s/n 20934 G CEL 284/2                          s/n 4/09921209      (593 black case) 

G GenRad 1567     s/n 15350 G CEL 284/2                          s/n 864099             (493 kit)

G GenRad 1562     s/n HP138  G  Metrosonics cl302             s/n 2040

G GenRad 1562              s/n IT109 G Metrosonics cl304              s/n 2054

G Metrosonics cl304       s/n 4541 G Metrosonics cl304               s/n 3067

G Metrosonics cl304       s/n 01379 G Larson Davis CA250           s/n 0206                 (A kit)

G Quest QC-10         s/n QC100B0012 G Larson Davis CA250           s/n 0886                 (B kit)

WEATHER:

G Clear  G Cloudy  G Rain  G Fog  G Snowing  G Snow on Ground  G W et Streets
4/21    Temperature = 37-65EF;    W inds = 10 mph mean;    Precip = 0.0"
4/22    Temperature = 39-72EF;    W inds = 9 mph mean;      Precip = 0.0"
4/23    Temperature = 41-76EF;    W inds = 12 mph mean;    Precip = 0.28" (light rain in last hour of survey)
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APPENDIX B

Noise Modeling Results

Existing Background Noise Environment
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APPENDIX B

Noise Modeling Results

Future Background Noise Environment
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APPENDIX B

Noise Modeling Results

Future Development Noise Environment
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